FORMATIVE CONTENTS

All the contents produced with the Entornos de Formación support accomplish several
general requirements.

Reusable contents. We pack our contents using the IMS consortium standards like SCORM or IMS CC.

Responsve contents. All our contents works in all devices.

Customized contents. Graphical design, functional and methological fo guarantee the delivery quality to the students.
We take care of the instructional design, the resources and
the services to make the learning experience easier for the
student.

MASSIVE CONTENT PRODUCTION

Manage contents in large scale, requires normalization in the management and the
processes, quality assurance in the final delivery. Currently the companies and institutions accumulate thousands of class hours in page format that should be treated and
controlled.

We have the knowledge to convert and generate contents under the same brand and
quality.
Our standardization processes include:
- Style book design. It contains the gramathical criteria, identifies the possible learning
scenarios and standardize the learning methodology.
- Content production. In the factory, we make the instructional design guide and we produce
the media, the resources and the didactical elements required for the content production.
After all we publish the contents under the required packaging standards.
- Content validation. We have a rigorous validation plan to test the content methodology and
technology before publishing the content.
- Catalogation. In case the client has a CMS we host the contents using the UNE normative.

PRET A PORTER CONTENT PRODUCTION

In case of the learning product quality is an essential component in the process, we
offer a complete gallery of options that will not let you be indifferent.
We don’t only focus in the content, we also focus in the guide production for the students and tutors, exercise manuals, additional documentation...everything required to
make an excellent content and methodology .

We love to build art, respecting the quality standards in technology and methodology.
When the learning requirements require an extreme quality, Entornos de formacion
is ready to start working.
Our proposal, besides being high quality in style, methodoloty and resources,
respect all the quality standards in accessibility and interoperability.
In order to offer the best learning method to the student, we usually produce videobased contents, storytelling, gamification or advanced simulations.
Also we have the capacity to deliver support materials to the students and teachers
so they have a complete guide of the virtual campus.

Learning consultants 100% specialized in technology, contents and
implantation of learning solutions through new technologies.
Since 2007 we help companies to achieve their objectives in technology
and training.
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